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DNA CLONING AND AMPLIFICATION

Junkyard PCR

Michael Eisenstein

Researchers have combined basic principles of fluid dynamics
with surprisingly simple building materials to assemble a cheap
and effective PCR system.

Remember when a thermocycler was the most expensive equipment in
your lab? This may no longer be the case, but even so, the idea of
building your own PCR equipment out of a rubber sheet, a glass slide
and a bit of wire may sound like something from an episode of
'MacGyver'. Nonetheless, a pair of German scientists have done just
that, proving that reality can still occasionally get the edge on fiction.

The idea of using convection, the process of fluid circulation in a
closed system in response to heat, as the basis for PCR reactions first
emerged in 2002, when two research groups independently conceived
model convective PCR systems (Braun & Libchaber, 2002; Krishnan et
al., 2002). In such systems, DNA in solution near a heating element is
denatured, and the heated mix flows to a cooler part of the chamber
where annealing can take place, after which the annealed DNA is
displaced back toward the heating element by the continuing fluid
movement, creating conditions for primer extension, before returning
to denaturing temperatures yet again.

Convection PCR pioneer Dieter Braun, of the Ludwig Maximilians
Universität München, built his first such apparatus with an infrared
laser to generate heat. "It was kind of an accidental finding when I
was a post-doc at Rockefeller University" he says. "I wanted to have
infrared lasers with which I could heat water... just for making very
fast temperature oscillations in liquid, and the first experiment we
switched on the laser and saw this very fast convection flow, and at
that time other people in the lab were working with PCR, and we
thought that this could possibly be combined." Having proven the
concept, Braun now sought to make a simpler device, and he
describes the results of his work in a new paper from Applied Physics
Letters (Hennig & Braun, 2005). "The question was, 'Can we do it
more simply?'," says Braun. "And the result of that is this PCR method
—essentially, all you need is a hot wire that you put into your
solution." This description, though modest, is also accurate: the PCR
mix is simply put into open 'wells' formed from holes in a silicone
sheet stuck to a glass cover slip, then heated by a small copper wire
attached to a heating element, with mineral oil on top to prevent
evaporation. Cycle parameters can be changed by adjusting the
heating element. Braun's group showed rapid amplification of 100-
base-pair templates, and based on his experiences with laser
convection, he anticipates that larger targets should also work. "There
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you could amplify up to 2,000 base pairs," he says. "We set similar
conditions for the wire, and it didn't appear in our hands to be much
different, but we didn't test that yet... [but] we're quite optimistic that
we can do it eventually."

As effective as this approach is, Braun is pragmatic about the research
niche his invention will likely occupy. "We can show that we are as fast
as a really fast PCR machine, but we don't have an edge compared to
the conventional techniques," says Braun. "So the application of this
technique would be really more for a point-of-care [setting]." But for
researchers in such settings, including clinics in rural areas or in the
developing world, this technology could potentially prove a godsend,
making diagnostic PCR simple and—for a change—dirt cheap.
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